FINDING THE RIGHT TALENT

RECRUITING PARNTERSHIPS

CLIENT SCENARIO
The COVID-19 crisis left a lasting mark on the hiring
landscape for many employers. In response to the
changing landscape, Aptos Retail, a retail tech
SaaS company, was looking to quickly hire into its
Development

teams

and

did

not

have

the

confidence that its internal recruiting team was
prepared to hire at a pace that met its hiring
timeline successfully.
The company's Private Equity partner had tasked
the company to grow and increase the size and
talent of the Software Engineering and Product
Delivery departments.

At the end of Q2-21, the

engineering department was significantly behind
on their hiring goals and the product development
teams were starting to run the risk that their
deployments would be delayed.
rapid

hiring,

the

company

“360 Talent successfully
collaborated with [our]
people and existing ways
of doing things while also
coaching us to start doing
things
which
yielded
better results. While it
hasn’t always been easy
to learn new ways of how
we should be recruiting, it
has been worth it to find
great talent quickly.”

Sarah Roberts
VP, Product Operations

Aptos Retail

In addition to

was

looking

for

guidance around helping the business become
more proficient at hiring. Finally, the company was
looking to establish a Campus Recruiting strategy
for

the

Fall

2021

recruiting

season.

Most

importantly, the company wanted to keep costs
down

as

much

as

possible

while

trying

to
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accelerate hiring and efficiencies.
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More than 1,000 retail brands rely on Aptos
Retail's software to deliver every shopper
a personalized, empowered, and seamless
experience.
360 Talent helped them find the talent to
build that software.
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OUR APPROACH
Upon a thorough review of existing ways of
working, we conducted a gap analysis of the
existing

processes

standards

and

against

made

Talent

three

(3)

Acquisition
immediate

recommendations for interim-optimal operational
efficiency.

Based on the needs of the company,

we focused on three areas to begin our work.

Operational Focus
We conducted a deep dive into the
company’s hiring operating environment
and learned how they previously
approached technical hiring.

Hands-On Recruiting
We began working with the Engineering
team to rapidly hire Software and QA
Engineers.

Campus Strategy
We worked with the HR team members
and department leaders to develop a
Campus Recruiting playbook they could
use in-year and beyond.

“360 Talent successfully
collaborated with [our]
people and existing ways
of doing things while also
coaching us to start doing
things
which
yielded
better results. While it
hasn’t always been easy
to learn new ways of how
we should be recruiting, it
has been worth it to find
great talent quickly.”

Sarah Roberts
VP, Product Operations

Aptos Retail
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experience.
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